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Current Radar, Satellite, and Lightning

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A surface low pressure system is forecast to form along a decaying frontal boundary in the western Gulf today. This low 
should move across the northcentral Gulf later today and early Saturday and strengthen. Near the low, winds may become 
fresh to strong and seas could become near-rough. Strong thunderstorms may accompany the low, as well.  Locations east of 
the low will be in southerly winds that could increase to fresh-strong as the low approaches; winds will veer to westerly and 
then northwesterly, also possibly at fresh-strong speeds, as the low passes.  Wind shift warnings may be required, especially if 
winds from thunderstorms bring about more abrupt changes in wind speed and direction. This low should move on to the 
northeast and out of the Gulf by early Sunday. 
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Days Three through Seven Weather Hazards

A strong cold front will move off the Texas coast and into the Gulf starting late Sunday afternoon. This frontal passage will
likely require wind shift warnings, especially in the west and central Gulf, with winds shifting from southwest ahead of the 
front to northerly at strong speeds as it passes.  Gusts could be at gale force; seas will increase to rough with the higher winds 
behind the front. Model guidance is also showing thunderstorms along and ahead of the front, some of which could be heavy. 
By late Monday the front will be to the south and N-NE winds at moderate speeds will be in most areas.  High pressure will 
build out over the Gulf and winds will begin to veer, and by Thursday, winds should be southerly in most regions. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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